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Eileen Sullivan wrote:>> Dear Mr. Naranjo:>> Thank you for your e-mail. The materials you requested will be 

placed in> the mail either today or tomorrow. I apologize for the delay and> appreciate your patience. Please 

understand that we receive many requests> every day and we do our best with limited resources to fulfill 

these on a> timely basis. In the future, it would be helpful if you asked for each> item as it becomes available, 

rather than requesting all of the material at> the same time.>> You will receive the following items:>> a copy 

of HR 1553> FY 1996 report>> and SELECTED SAMPLES of:> the notes donated by James Hosty> the papers of 

Clay Shaw> the papers of James Rankin> the AP wire copy donated to the Board by Richard Barnes> military 

records related to Cuba (2 sets) and Vietnam> the notes of J.W. Fritz>> All of the above sample items were 

made available by the Review Board.> There were other documents that you requested, which were itemized 

in the> advisories that we send out after Board meetings. These documents are not> available through the 

Review Board. They are, for the most part, at the> National Archives. The other documents are undergoing 

final administrative> processing and will be transferred in the near future.>> I hope I have answered your 

questions and have clarified the reason for the> delay.>> Sincerely,>> Eileen A. Sullivan> Press and Public 

Affairs OfficerEileen,thank you for your reply.please note I would have correctly requested these materials as 

theycame available, except I was unaware of such access until I happened tocall you personally by 

phone.while I was, and remain, not in a hurry to receive materials I didn'trealize the actual timeline 

involved.just an acknowledgement was acceptable and I realize you get manyrequests, however large or small 

your staff is.I look forward to your mailing and appreciate your assistance.the most recent AARB advisory was 

3/26:ASSASSINATION RECORDS REVIEW BOARD VOTES TO RELEASE CIA, HSCA, FBI,JOHNSON LIBRARY, AND 

U.S. ARMY DOCUMENTSFebruary 17, 1998 Board Meeting TotalsThe Assassination Records Review Board met 

on February 17, 1998 andprocessed for release 2,264 CIA, HSCA, FBI, Johnson Library, and U.S.Army 

documents related to the assassination of President John F.Kennedy.if available, i have previously requested 

this document also.thank you for your time and attention.Denis NaranjoORANGE TREE MEDIA
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